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Abstract
User scheduling is one of the main issues in wireless cellular networks where a base station serves multiple users in each cell. User scheduling provides multi-user diversity gains to wireless data networks, where arrival of data packets is bursty and certain delay can be tolerated at users, and was widely investigated for 3G high-speed downlink/uplink packet access (HSDPA/HSUPA). Furthermore, 4G cellular networks adopted the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology, which provides spatial diversity and multiplexing gains based on multiple antennas, and the MIMO technology is further evolving into massive MIMO in the sub-6 GHz band and in the millimeter-wave (mmWave) band for 5G. The introduction of MIMO provides additional degree-of-freedom for user scheduling by simultaneously supporting multiple users in the spatial domain at the same time and frequency.

In this talk, focusing on cellular downlink, we consider multi-user (MU)-MIMO scheduling and introduce recent theoretical and practical advances in MU-MIMO scheduling especially for the 5G key enablers, massive MIMO and mmWave massive MIMO. First, we consider user scheduling for massive MIMO in the sub-6GHz and introduce new scheduling algorithms that are efficient in terms of channel information feedback which is the main hurdle of massive MIMO adopting large antenna arrays. Second, we consider user scheduling in mmWave massive MIMO. The radio propagation characteristics in the mmWave band are distinct from those in the sub-6 GHz band characterized as rich scattering. In the mmWave band, the radio channel experiences severe path loss and has very few multiple paths and the radio channel is often modelled by a sparse channel model. Here, we introduce the latest results in the multi-user diversity gain of the popular beam-training-based user scheduling in mmWave massive MIMO.
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